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Abstract: Industrialization becomes the necessary requirement in industries for defined and proper operation. This paper 

suggests a wireless control and monitoring system of three phase induction motor based on zigbee communication protocol to 

transfer data in fields where wired communication is restricted because of physical conditions. Transducers and sensors are 

used to monitor parameters of induction motor and transfer data through Zigbee protocol to display parameter of motor on 

laptop or computer screen. A microcontroller based system is used for collecting data from motor and generating control 

signal to start or stop the motor wirelessly through computer interface developed with Zigbee, also generate control signal in 

case if any of measured parameter value goes set limit. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Induction machines either single phase or three phase plays 

a vital role in industries because of their vast applications, 

high reliability, low maintenance and high efficiency. Thus 

it becomes necessary to protect them against faults so as to 

ensure healthy operation and proper functioning of other 

equipments and smooth running of the system. Because of 

high installation cost and physical limitations, controlling 

and monitoring system for induction machine are not widely 

used and also it is difficult to keep track of machine simply 

by doing manual observation. So to overcome these 

limitation a Zigbee based cost effective and simple system is 

proposed for monitoring and controlling of induction 

machine. With the evolution in wireless technology, new 

development begins to start in the field of control 

technology and automation. The concurrence of wireless 

technology and embedded technology with different 

transducers make the supervisory system more reliable, 

efficient and cost effective. Similar to Bluetooth and 

Wireless local Area Network (WLAN) Zigbee is also a 

wireless communication device. Fundamental distinction 

between Zigbee and other communication protocol is that 

all Zigbee devices carry each other’s traffic, bypassing the 

wired network entirely. WLAN devices attached directly to 

an access point, which is connected to the enterprise 

network using Ethernet whereas Bluetooth devices connect 

to another wireless that acts as a hub. The Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) developed 

802.15.4 standards and helped the production of Zigbee 

protocol and devices that support this protocol.  

 

2. CONTROLLING AND MONITORING SECTION 

 

This section presents overview about the monitoring and 

controlling arrangement of induction motor. A general block 

diagram of monitoring and controlling scheme is shown in 

fig .The whole arrangement is divided into following parts 

transmitter and receiver. Transmitter system consist of 

sensors, transducers and microcontroller which are used to 

acquire the parameters such as current, voltage, temperature, 

speed  of induction motor located at distant location. 

Acquired parameters are then send to computer or laptop for 

display through microcontroller and transmitting end zigbee. 

Measured values are then compared with set values through 

vb.net program and if in any case the measured value 

exceeds the set value of any parameter controlling signal 

will be generated by microcontroller to take proper control 

action such as to stop the motor, switch on fan on motor 

side, adjust the speed depending on the measured value of 

the parameter.  

  

 
Figure 1. Transmitter System 
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Figure 2.  Receiving System 

 

3. HARDWARE DESIGN 

This section describes brief description about the 

components which are used to for configuring Controlling 

and Monitoring System for induction motor. The 

Transmitter system comprises of following sub circuits. 

 

3.1 RECTIFIER SYSTEM 

In this system 230V ac is converted to proper voltage for 

driving the motor. Input supply is fed to bridge rectifier 

through ac contractor, current transformer and solid state 

relay, ac contactor is used for connecting and disconnecting 

of voltage in the circuit. Bridge rectifier rectifies ac to dc, 

output of rectifier is then fed to capacitor bank for 

smoothing the obtained output. C.T and voltage transformer 

is used for sensing current and voltage of induction motor.      

                       

 
Fig3. Rectifier system 

 

3.2 DRIVER SYSTEM 

ATmega16 is the heart of driver circuit. Resistor network is 

used on port a and port b of microcontroller to fed logical 0 

in case of absence of any data. It uses three pwm 

channels(OC1A,OC1B,OC2) for generating three phase 

cycle. Three AND gate for transfer pwm signal toware 

positive cycle or negative cycle for all three phase. For  

generating positive and negative cycle of any of any  phase 

two AND gates of 4081 IC is used, AND gate input decides 

to pass pwm for positive and negative cycle of any phase.  

 

 
 

Figure4. Driver System 

 

 

 

3.3 HALF H- BRIDGE SYSTEM 

In half H-Bridge, IC IR2101 is used for driving n channel 

IGBT for positive cycle. Output from AND gate of driver 

circuit is fed to HI-IN and LOW-IN respectively of 

IR2101.C2 is used for filtering dc supply voltage. With low 

input high IR2101 switch Q1 for negative cycle. This 

negative cycle charges C1 with 12 V, when HI-IN is high 

IR2101 adds C1 voltage with 230V and switch Q2 to output 

positive cycle.  R1 and R2 used to control current of IGBT. 

By controlling the inputs of AND gate i.e. making AND 

gate input as low or high and by controlling PWM channels 

through ATMEGA16 three phase waveform can be 

generated with three H bridge circuit.  

 

 
Figure5.   Half H Bridge System 

 

3.4 CONTROL AND DATA ACCQUISITION SYSTEM 

Voltage transformer is used to measure input supply voltage 

to motor. Output from VT is rectified, filtered, stepped 

down and fed to microcontroller. Current transformer is 

used input current to motor, filtered, stepped current is fed 

to microcontroller.LM35 sensor is used to measure body 

temperature of motor. Output of sensor is fed to Atmega16 

through double low pass filter. AT89C51 is used to measure 

speed and vibrations.AT89C51 start 1sec delay then count 

all the pulses through proximity sensor by using 

timer/counter0multiplied with 30 and then send to atmega16 

port b and d.. Optocoupler provides isolation between 

proximity sensor, speaker and the mcu circuit.. To 

communicate between computer and hardware uses two 

zigbee.One zigbee connet on hardware and is connected 

with atmega Tx/Rx pin.Another zigbee computer using usb 

cable. When any parameter received by zigbee goes beyond 

set value. Atmega16 send command to zigbee at 

transmitting end like, fan on motor side on, cutout motor 

from supply 

 

 
Figure 6.Control and Data acquisition system 
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4. RECEIVER SYSTEM 

Receiver Module is placed at remote location which 

monitors the parameters of induction motor. It basically 

consist zigbee module which is connected system through 

USB Cable.  

 

 
 

Figure7. Receiver System 

 

 

5. SOFTWARE 

Vb.net is used create Graphical user interface (GUI) 

application. It is used to display the values on laptop or 

computer placed at remote location, compare all the 

values and in case if read value of any parameter beyond 

set value send command to microcontroller through 

zigbee to take appropriate action to protect or safe the 

motor 

 

 
 

Figure3. Display Screen at receiving end 

 

6 ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm is defined as step by step operations to be 

performed . It is an effective method that can be expressed 

within a finite amount of space and time 

 

6.1 ALGORITHM FOR SPEED  

     MEASUREMENT 

 

1SET both timers of AT89C51 as 16 bit    

 counter. 

2Set timer1 and 0 of AT89C51 bits to zero. 

3Set a delay of 1sec 

4. Within 1 second delay count all the pulses 

through proximity sensor and multiply with 

30 and send the data of speed to ATmega16. 

5. ATmega16 send the speed data to zigbee at transmission 

end. 

6. Zigbee at the receiving end receives 

this  

 data and send it to computer through  usb 

 cable and display on screen by vb.net  

 application software.  

 

6.2 ALGORITHM FOR DATA ACCQUISTION AND 

CONTROL  

1.Set bits for motor on/off, fan on/off.   

2Define variables for current, 

temperature,  

 voltage, speed for storing the value  

 received from motor during running. 

3.Configure port and pins of ATmega16 for   

   communication with PCF8574 using I2C   

   protocol.   

4.Define input and output pins of    

  microcontroller         

5.Initialize UART protocol for communication with zigbee. 

6. Initialize I2C to communicate with     

    PCF8574A. 

7. Read various parameters of motor by running it through 

zigbee. 

8. Convert the parameter received from zigbee to digital by 

ADC channel of microcontroller. The digital value is then 

converted to string and then send it zigbee to display the 

values on computer screen. 

9. Check if all values are read or displayed. 

10. COMPARE all values on computer program. 

11. Apply conditions on all inputs in vb.net program. 

12. Read motor voltage, if the voltage is beyond set value 

cut off condition becomes true than send command to 

hardware zigbee, microcontroller read instruction from 

zigbee than power off to the contactor to stop the motor.      

13. Read motor current, if current is beyond set value and 

cut off condition   becomes true than send command to 

hardware zigbee, microcontroller read instruction from 

zigbee than  power off to the to the contactor to stop the 

motor. 

14. Read motor temperature, if the temperature is beyond set 

value and cut off   

condition   becomes true than send command to hardware 

zigbee,  microcontroller read instruction from zigbee than 

power off  to the contactor to stop the motor. 

15. Read motor temperature and if fan on condition 

becomes true than send command to hardware zigbee, 

microcontroller read    instruction from zigbee switch- on 

the cooling fan on  motor side. 

16 Read motor speed, if the speed not in range, send 

command to hardware zigbee  , microcontroller read  

instruction from zigbee than speed up or speed  down the 

motor accordingly.           
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CONCLUSION 

The developed system zigbee based parameter monitoring 

and controlling of induction machine is capable to perform 

following operations, read and display voltage, current, 

speed, temperature of induction motor, start and stop the 

motor at distant place. If in any case the monitored value of 

any motor parameter is beyond safe value microcontroller 

takes appropriate action to protect the motor from damage. 

A Zigbee technology is a protocol used for wireless 

communication. The developed system can be used for 

industrial application. 
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